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Dr. Albert B. Sabin
The Children's Hospital Research Foundation
29 EIland Avenue and Bethesda
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Dr. Sabin:
Although with some delay, I am pleased to send you at last the results
I have obtained with the paired sera from the 1947 Cleveland measles
epidemic. I am quite sure that they will be of interest to you.
As I had told you during your last visit here, the first few specimens
which I had thawed out soon after my return from Cincinnati exhibited
a marked fibrillar coagulation. We noted, however, that upon letting
the samples stand in the electric freezer at -300C for several weeks no
such coagulation took place. The C02 content of the sera after so
many years in the dry ice chest may have had something to do ",ith the
coagulation. Be it as it may, we were able to test all the specimens
received from you. I would like to say at the outset that we failed
to recover any agent from the serum of which was obtained
on the 10th to 11th day of measles incubation.
The attached table summarizes titration results of all specimens for
measles and distemper serum-neutralizing antibodies. Available amounts
of sera varied from one sample to another, which will account for the
different starting dilutions on some of the acute phase sera.
The measles test was carried out in HeLa cultures using 2-fo1d serum
dilutions and from 50 to 300 TCDSO of the Edmonton strain of virus.
Serum-virus mixtures were routinely held for one hour at room temperature
(220_24°C) before inoculation. Titration for distemper antibodies was
performed in chick embryos on the chorio-a11antoic membrane in 5-fo1d
serum dilutions against 100-500 CED50 of our chick embryo adapted
distemper virus. Incu~tion of se~virus mixtures was for 4 hours
at 4°C. I should like to add here that in the routine interpretation
of this latter test on dog sera no significance can be attributed to
titers of less than 1:20. Actively immune animals usually possess
titers in the hundreds or thousands fold dilutions, as illustrated by
the distemper immune serum included in the table. Both measles and
distemper antibody titers are calculated by the 50% endpoint method of
Reed and Muench.
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I interpret the results as being unequivocal in indicating a lack of
immunologic relationship between the two viruses used. Measles titers
obtained with the two samples of agree with the clinical
diagnosis of "no clinical measles" at the time of the first bleeding,
as no definite increase in titer was obtained with the convalescent
specimen. The only patient in wham the rash may have been due to a
condition other than measles is , who was found to have
the same low levels of measles antibodies in both samples. Otherwise,
from the convalescent phase titers it seems that all other patients did
undergo clinical measles at the time, including perhaps the three last
ones in the table from whom no acute sera were available. Yet, distemper
antibodies are definitely absent or insignificant in all but one individual,

, who had borderline titers in both specimens.
In view of these and other similar results I have been obtaining, I am
wondering about the recent report by Adams, in the form of a letter to
the editor in the last issue of Virology and before the American Academy
of Pediatrics in San Francisco, claiming some protection from measles
in man with a distemper vaccine we supplied him with in 1952. True,
Dr. Adams qualified his findings as being of only "borderline significance".
With your permission, I would like to mention the results above in a
paper I am writing on the subject, which will include, among others,
data recently obtained in ferrets.
With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

(/uA. {' &/r~
Victor J. Cabasso, Sc.D.
Head
Virus Immunological Research Department
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Measles and Distemper Neutralizing Antibodies of
paired Human Sera Received from Dr. Sabin
From Cleveland Epidemic of 1947

Measles Antibody Titers: SND50
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Distemper Antibody Titers: SND50
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